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Privacy is often the only goal most strongly associated to cryptography. But as we have
seen that message authentication is arguably even more important. There are situations
where you may or may not care if some particular message you send out stays private,
but you almost certainly do want to be sure of the originator of each message. Message
authentication is what buys you that guarantee.
Last time we saw the security definitions of MAC-cma,strong cma,cmva and strong cmva.We
learned how to implement MAC using PRFs and how to construct MAC of a long message
(Domain-Extension) and as a example we presented CBC-MAC.We learned the Authenticated Encryption, and its definition.
In this lecture we shall see the construction of AE from a CPA-secure SKE and scma secure
MAC and prove that every AE is CCA-secure.

1

Deterministic MAC and scma security

A MAC is a special-case of a message authentication scheme, where the authenticated
message is the original message M together with a tag Tag. The adversary controls the
channel, so we can not be sure that M and Tag reach their intended destination. Instead,
the Receiver gets M’, T’ . The Receiver will apply a verification function to K, M’ and T’
to decide if M’ should be regarded as the transmitted message, M, or as the adversary’s
creation. The Figure 1 below shows the idea.

Figure 1 : Idea of Canonical Verification
• Deterministic MAC and Canonical Verification -Every deterministic MAC has
canonical verification.In presence of canonical verification as shown above in Figure
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1,it is not necessary to have a Randomized MAC algorithm to satisfy scma security.It
is clearly evident that any MAC that is cma secure is also scma secure if it employs
the canonical verification.
• Strong cma security for Deterministic MAC - As we have seen above,It is
enough to prove that a deterministic MAC is cma secure and scma security directly
implies.
• PRF based MAC Scheme - The PRF-based scheme to construct MAC is therefore
scma-secure since :– It is deterministic.
– It has been proved to be cma-secure.

2

Authenticated Encryption (AE)

Let us recall the definition of Authenticated Encryption.
Definition 1 A scheme Π = (Gen , Enc , Dec) is an Authenticated Encryption Scheme if
• Π = (Gen , Enc , Dec) is CPA Secure and;
• Π = (Gen , Enc , Dec) has Cipher text Integrity
♦

2.1

CPA Security

We have already learned about CPA security in previous lectures.Therefore we shall not
discuss it here again.(Please refer previous lectures for CPA Security).We shall now see the
Cipher Text Integrity.

2.2

Cipher text Integrity

A scheme is said to be having Ciphertext Integrity if it is hard for a adversary to come
up with a ciphertext that has valid decryption even after sufficient training in the Cipher text Integrity Experiment.Let us now describe the Cipher text Integrity Experiment.
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Figure 2 : Ciphet Text Integrity Experiment
The following describes the Ciphet Text Integrity Experiment • Step 1-Training Phase - The adversary can query a polynomial number of messages and obtain the corresponding ciphertexts Q= { c1 ,..., ct } from the Encryption
Oracle encrypted with key k,where k has been generated by verifier using Gen().
• Step 2-Challenge Phase - The adversary sends a message m to verifier, who in
turn generates the corresponding ciphertext with same key k.
• Step 3-Response Phase - The adversary comes up with a ciphertext c and sends
to the verifier.
• Game Output - The Verifier decrypts ciphertext c with Deck (c). The result of the
game is:
– ”1” If the Deck (c) = m 6=⊥ and c ∈
/ Q .In this case the Adversary WINS.
– ”0” If the Deck (c) 6= m =⊥ or c ∈ Q .In this case the Adversary LOSES.
Definition 2 An scheme is having Cipher Text Integrity if in the Cipher Text Integrity
Game, the probability of an Advesary coming up with a valid cipher text is less than a
negligible function of n i.e :

Pr(CiInA,π (n) = 1) ≤negl(n)
♦
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2.3

AE - Enrcypt and then Authenticate

In this scheme we encrypt the message m and then compute Tag using MAC function of
the cipher-text.We shall now prove that this scheme is secure.
2.3.1

Proof of security
0

0

0

0

Let us first construct a AE scheme π = (Gen , Enc , Dec ) using two schemes, one of which
is a CPA secure SKE we call it πE = (GenE , EncE , DecE ) and the other as πM =(MAC,Vrfy)
0
which is strong cma secure.The notations have their usual meaning.Now to prove that π
is AE scheme if it is both CPA secure and has ciphertext integrity. We shall proceed with
proof using two lemmas.
0

Lemma 1: If πE is CPA secure than π is CPA secure
2.3.2

Proof of Lemma
0

Assume that πE is CPA secure but π is not CPA secure. This implies that there exists an
0
AdversaryAπ0 who can win with non-negligible probability against the scheme π in CPA
game. We shall now use this adversary to break the CPA security of πE .Therefore the proof
is based on reduction as summarized in the following figure.

Figure 3 : Reduction based proof for Lemma 1
In the CPA game for πE the ciphertext c∗ is appended with the MAC t∗ by the AπE and
forwarded to Aπ0 as (c∗ , t∗ ). If Aπ0 has a non-negligible advantage to win so has AπE in the
CPA game on the left of the figure. Hence the scheme AπE is not CPA secure which is a
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contradiction. Therefore our assumption is wrong and Aπ0 is CPA secure.
0

Lemma 2: If πM is scma secure than π is scma secure
2.3.3

Proof of Lemma
0

Assume that πM is scma secure but π is not scma secure. This implies that there exists an
0
AdversaryAπ0 who can break ciphertext integrity of π with non negligible probability. We
shall now use this adversary to break the scma security of πM .Therefore the proof is based
on reduction as summarized in the following figure. Integrity Experiment.

Figure 4 : Reduction based proof for Lemma 2
In the CiIn game for Aπ0 if the adversary can come up with a valid (c∗ , t∗ ) as ciphertext
then this is also valid message tag pair for πM . If Aπ0 has a non-negligible advantage to
win so has AπM in the scma game on the left of the figure. Hence the scheme AπM is not
scma secure which is a contradiction. Therefore our assumption is wrong and Aπ0 is scma
secure.

2.4

AE - Authenticate and Encrypt

If this AE scheme is considered than the reduction based proof used to prove Lemma 2 cannot be used to prove scma security. This is because the adversary Aπ0 shall return a valid
c∗ to πM who will then decrypt using DeckE () to generate a message tag pair (m,t).But
this (m,t) pair may not be a valid forgery in the scma game of πM , as this pair may belong
to the pairs learned during training phase.However this scheme can be proved to be CPA
secure through reduction as done in proof of Lemma 1.Hence the reduction based proof
does not work for AE based on Authenticate and Encrypt.
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3

AE and CCA Security

Every AE scheme is CCA secure but the converse is not true. There are schemes which are
CCA secure but not AE.Conceptually the goal of both this schemes are different,CCA security is to ensure privacy whereas AE aims to achieve both privacy as well as integrity.Both
the keys are efficient in symmetric key world but the difference is more pronounced in public
key world. AE is a stronger notion than CCA security and we shall see that :
Authenticated Encryption implies CCA security.
Theorem 1 Every Authenticated Encryption is CCA Secure.
Proof We need to prove the euivalent statement: If a given scheme π is an AE then π is CCA secure.
Let us assume that π is not CCA-Secure. This implies, ∃ a adversary A and a polynomial
p(n) s.t.

Pr(PrivKcca
A,π (n) = 1) >

1
1
+
2 p(n)

(1)

We state that the adversary A can either make a Non-Trivial Query to the Decryption Oracle or not make a Non-Trivial Query. We define the Non-Trivial Query as follows:

Definition 3 A ciphertext c when queried to the Decryption Oracle is a Non-Trivial
Query if :
1. c was not received either from Encryption Oracle or challenge ciphertext.
2. c is valid i.e Deck (c) →m, and m 6=⊥
♦
Let NTQ be the event that A makes a Non-Trivial Query and N T Q be that he does not.
We can rewrite equation above from law of Total probability as :
cca
cca
Pr(PrivKcca
A,π (n) = 1) = Pr(PrivKA,π (n) = 1 ∧ N T Q) + Pr(PrivKA,π (n) = 1 ∧ N T Q)

(2)
1
1
cca
+
< Pr(PrivKcca
A,π (n) = 1 ∧ N T Q) + Pr(PrivKA,π (n) = 1 ∧ N T Q)
2 p(n)
(3)
1
1
+
< Pr(N T Q) + Pr(PrivKcca
(4)
A,π (n) = 1 ∧ N T Q)
2 p(n)
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(∵ probability of distinguishably is 1 when A makes a Non Trivial Query i.e when
Event NTQ occurs.)

This implies that :

CASE I: Pr(N T Q) >

1
a(x)

for some polynomial a(x)
OR

CASE II: Pr(PrivKcca
A,π (n) = 1 ∧ N T Q) >

1
2

+

1
b(x)

for some polynomial b(x)

We shall consider both cases , the latter is straight forward.
Consider CASE I :

Pr(N T Q) >

1
a(x)

We know that in CCA-IND game A has access to Decryption Oracle (DO).We will
use A’s advantage to win in the Cipher Text Integrity game for the scheme π.
Consider a adversary ACiIn who acts as a challenger to A and as adversary to verifier
in Cipher text Integrity game. The game semantics are as usual i.e between ACiIn
and A it is CCA-IND game and between ACiIn and verifier it is CiIn Game. When
A sends Enc queries the same are forwarded to the verifier.
During challenge phase ACiIn plays the dual role simulating each side with correct
messages. Now since A has access to DO and to simulate it ACiIn chooses a random
k ∈ 1,2,...,t and till no of queries are not equal to k he sends back m if c queried was
in the set queried from EO i.e if c ∈ {c1 , ..., ct }, ignore the cipher text if c was the
challenge cipher text and sends a ⊥ (invalid message) otherwise.
For the k th query he forwards the cipher text to the verifier in CiIn game.The significant phases of the reduction has been shown in the following figure with importance
to the k th query. The following figure shows the details of the above game:
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Figure 5 : Reduction based proof for CCA Security of AE
If the k th c is the first NTQ then ACiIn simulation of the CCA-IND game to A is
correct.Now the probability of ACiIn to win the Ciphertext Integrity game is same as
A sending the first NTQ in k th query.
Let K be the event that k th c is forwarded.Therefore we have :

Pr(CiInACiIn (n) = 1) =Pr(N T Q ∧ K)
=Pr(N T Q) ∗ Pr(K)
1
1
>
∗
(where q(n) is upper bount on t)
a(x) q(n)
> Non Negligible function in n

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

1
1
Pr(PrivKcca
A,π (n) = 1 ∧ N T Q) > 2 + b(x)
This case implies that A can win with a non negligible advantage without making a
Non Trivial Query i.e with out the service of Decryption Oracle.This implies he can
break the CPA security of AE. In this case the scheme π cannot be an AE.

Consider CASE II :

From CASE I and CASE II we see that scheme π is not not CPA secure or is not
having Ciphertext Integrity and hence is not an AE scheme. A contradiction.
Thus our assumption is wrong and hence AE is CCA secure. Hence proved.
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